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"The task of Christian education, states Randolph
C. Miller, is not to teach theology, but to use theology
as the basic tool for bringing learners into the right
1
relationship with God in the fellowship of the Church."
Christian education, therefore, has a tremendously monu¬
mental task as it seeks to lead people toward and into a
personal encounter with God, The value of a sound program
of Christian education cannot be overemphasized. The need
for such a program becomes more apparent with each passing
day. The rise of the crime rate, wars and threats of new
wars that may eventually destroy mankind, and countless
other magnitudionous problems all attest to this need.
Paul H, Vieth contends that "man combines a twofold nature
within himself. Tendencies toward good lift him closer
2
to God, while tendencies toward evil drag him down,"
1
Randolph C. Miller, The Glue To Christian Education,
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950), p. 2^
2
Paul H« Vieth, The Church and Christian Education,
(St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1906), p. 54-»
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There must, therefore, be some group, agency or institution
that seeks to provide the atmosphere and program to develop
individuals into mature Christian persons.
Statement of the Problem. The Church must continually
seek ways and means of building and implementing a sound
program of Christian education. The aim of this study is
to give "A Critical Evaluation of the Christian Education
Program of the South Atlanta and Bowen United Methodist
Churches,” There are four basic parts to the study:
1. To discover what is being done at these two
churches in the area of Christian education.
2. To evaluate these findings,
3. To compare these findings with suggested
Christian education programs as given by
several religious educators of note.
I|.» To give recommendations with a view of improving
the existing programs.
Definition of Terms.
1. The term "Church School" refers to the Chirrch at
its teaching task.
2. The Sunday School is the Church at work at its
teaching task that meets on Sundays. It has
classes where children, youth and adults study
the Christian faith.
3. Home and extension service refers to the church
school in action as it serves members who, be¬
cause of age or infirmity, cannot come to the
designated place for Instruction,
14., Vacation Church School is that training and
fellowship enterprise that is held in the
simimer when most public schools are closed.
3
5» Outpost Church Schools are those schools desig¬
nated to carry the program where the people are,
6, The title of Director of Christian Education or
Minister of Christian Education is a person who
has had from one to three years of graduate
training in a theological seminary, concentra¬
ting in Christian education. This person is
responsible for the total educational program
of the Church,
7. According to R. C. Miller, Christian education
is the process by which persons are confronted
with and controlled by the Christian gospel.
It involves the efforts of the Christian com¬
munity to guide both young and adult persons
toward an ever richer possession of the Christian
heritage and a fuller participation in the life
and work of the Christian fellowship. It is both
individual and social in nature. It is individual
because it deals with persons and each person is
unique arid different from all other persons.
Miller contends that it is social because it
seeks to relate persons to the Christian com¬
munity and to transform coirimunity life toward
an ever fuller embodiment of Christian ideals.
It is concerned with the past, the present and
the future.It is concerned with the past because
it seeks to introduce persons to their religious
heritage; with the present because it aims to make
religion a vital force in every response to life;
with the future because it cultivates creative
experiences leading to growth in wisdom and
stature and favor with God and man.
The national Council of Churches defines Christian
education as the means by which the Church seeks
to help persons respond t" the Gospel, the mes¬
sage of God's redeeming love revealed in Jesus
Christ, and the growth in their understanding of
its promises and their acceptance of its claims.
It is Involved in all the efforts and processes
by which the Church attempts to aid persons in
1
R, C, Miller, Education for Christian Living, (Engle¬
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 195^)> p. Sh*
developing the understanding, attitudes, habits
and skills which lead toward maturity in Christi
faith and action,^
The Board of Education of the United Methodist
Church states that the objective of the Church
as manifested through its educational ministry
is that all persons be aware of, and grow in
their understanding of God, especially of his
redeeming love as revealed in Jesus Christ, and
that they respond in faith and love—to the end
that they may know who they are and what their
human situation means, increasingly identify
themselves as sons of God and members of the
Christian community, live in the spirit of God
in every relationship, fulfill their common
discipleship inpthe world, and abide in theChristian hope.'^
The curriculum refers to the over-all plan or
design for providing particular types of ex¬
periences that, it is hoped, will bring the
pupil into the presence of God and encourage
him to respond-to God in faith, love and
underslanding.^
Importance of the Study, There are over thirty-
thousand Negro United Methodists in the state of Georgia.
At the time of this writing, there is not a single church
or a group of churches that employs a full-time director
of Christian education. The importance of this study.
1
The Objectives of Christian Education, (New York:
National Council of Churches of Christ), p. 18,
2
Foundations of Christian Teaching in Methodist
Churches, (Nashville: The Board of Education of the




therefore, is to provide an close-range analysis of the two
churches studied with the hope that a much sounder program
of Christian education can be built, including the employ¬
ment of a person trained in Christian education.
At a time when the merging of United Methodist Con¬
ferences is eminent, it is exceedingly important to set
forth a movement to strengthen Negro United Methodist
Congregations in the area of Christian education.
«l
CHAPTER II
AN OVERVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
There is an abundance of literature that is relevant
to Christian education. This study has drawn heavily upon
the writini^s of Christian educators whose works have be¬
come guideposts in the area of Christian nurture and
development. A brief description of seme of the most im¬
portant books follows.
A classic in this area is the book, The Clue to
1
Christian Education by Randolph C, Miller. Beginning with
a growing dissatisfaction with "content-centered'' teaching
and some doubts about the "life-centered" approach. Miller
hastens to lift up the fundamental weakness in most education
theories which for him is "a failure to grasp the purposes
2
of Christian education and to impart Christian truth."
The solution, contends Miller, is not to place theology in
the center, but the realization that the center of the
curriculiim is a twofold relationship between God and the
learner. For him the curriculum is both God-centered and
experience centered. He defines theology as "truth about
3
God-in-relation-to-man,"
Randolph C. Miller, The Clue to Christian Education,





In his Faith and Nurture, H. Shelton Smith contends
that protestant nurture has chosen to resist many of the
new innovations in Christian education and has sought to
maintain the status quo. He develops this contention by
discussing the following issues:
1. Liberal Faith and Protestant Nurture
2. Beyond the Social-Gospel Idea of the Kingdom of
God
3. Man in Christian Prospective
Ij., Faith in the Divine Initiative
The Church: Community of Christian Nurture
6. Religious Faith and the Democratic School
As he develops the first discussion. Smith states
that he does not wish to present a negative, destructive
body of ideas. He attempts, rather, to bring forth a
penetrating and persistent criticism that can be applied to
both of the positions - - newer, changing, relevant Christian
nurture and the school of thought that ’’guards” the old,
traditional so called "realistic theology,”
Smith makes considerable mention of the marks or
tendencies of liberalism relating the surprising fact that
this school of thought is not as recent as many imagine,
but has roots that go back as far as the eighteenth century.
He gives credit to three New England clergymen as making
considerable contributions to this school of thought.
They are:
8
1. Williaun E. Channing
2. Theodore Parker
3. Horace Bushnell
The last, Bushnell, seems to have made the most significant
contribution of the trio.
At the outset of Chapter five. The Church: Community
of Christian Nurture, Smith recognizes the Church as the
center of nurture. He sounds a note of sadness when he
asserts that American Protestants are quite vague in their
idea of what the Church really is. He states that this
lack of real imderstanding is most evident among religious
educators. According to Smith, five factors are responsible
for the plight. These are;
1. The Sunday School has been independent of the
Church.
2. The Twentieth Century Theory of Religious educa¬
tion reflects no interest in the Church as a
distinctive community of nurture.
3. The sharp line of distinction that has been
drawn between the Church and the Kingdom of God,
4. The religious educator's preoccupation with
"religion” or"religious experience."
Religious educators are prone to adhere to a
sect-type of philosophy that emphasizes experi¬
mental religion,!
1
H. Shelton Smith, Faith and Nurture, (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, I9I4.2), pp. 81-89.
9
Ernest J, Chave, in A Functional Approach to Christian
Education, makes considerable mention of the many changes
that are so prevalent in the modern world. He, therefore,
urges that religious education should Integrate life on its
highest levels, correct divisive tendencies, and add a
1
significant quality to general education. In the same
spirit of being prepared for change, Chave advises that
Christian educators look for messages, methods or incen¬
tives in the growing present and not look backward.
One of the most central notes sounded in the entire
book is that religious education must cease to be the total
of conservatism. Indoctrinating immature minds with out¬
grown ideas and futile customs. It must, he continues,
stimulate creative thought, reconstructing concepts of God,
redefining spiritual objectives, and reorganizing religious
2
programs.
Chave hits upon one of the most accurate points of his
thesis when he states that religious education must be
viewed as the total comprehensive plan. This distinguished
Christian educator labels as foolishness the idea of thinking
that an hour of preaching or teaching once a week can trans-
1
Ernest J. Chave, A Functional Approach to Christian




form human nature when the rest of the weelc is left uncon¬
ditional by intelligent spiritual planning. He suggests,
rather strongly, that the dualism of sacred and secular
must give way to a unified view of the pervasive qualities
of religion.
In the first chapter of his book, Christ and Christian
2
Education, William Clayton Bower, the following are listed
as the objectives of Christian education:
1, To help growing persons through the orientation
of the whole self in thought, in attitude and in
motive to achieve a Christ-like personality,
2, To bring the relations and the processes that
constitute society under the searching criticism
and reconstruction of the ideals and purposes of
Christ in the progressive realization of the
Kingdom of God upon earth,
3, To make available for growing persons and groups
who are seeking to become Christian persons in a
Christ-likce society the funded experience of the
Christian past as a resource for interpreting,
judging, and resolving the issues which they face
in their Interaction with their real and present
world,
Ij., To build a sustained and sustaining fellowship




William Clayton Bower, Christ and Christian Education,




The next work that provides suggestions on building
the proper foundation for an effective program of Christian
education is James D. Smart's The Teaching Ministry of the
Church. Smart states that the Church must teach as it
2
must preach or it will not be the Church, He points out
the fact that in the ministry of Jesus it is an impossibil¬
ity to draw a sharp line of distinction between preaching
and teaching.
This does not mean. Smart continues, that preaching
and teaching are just two names for the same function.
They are, however, he relative, so intermingled that the one
3
cannot be totally separated from the other.
Another valuable work in setting up a good program of
Christian education is The Task of Christian Education by
D, Campbell Wyckoff. Here he reminds us that the life in
Christ is the goal of Christian education. High value is
tc be placed on religion, which is devotion to the highest
k
one knows or can conceive.
1
James D. Smart, The Teaching Ministry of the Church,





D. Campbell Wyckoff, The Task of Christian Education,
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press , 1955) ^ P* ISTiTI
12
Perhaps the most comprehensive work in the area of
Christian education is The Church’s Educational Ministry
by the Cooperative Publication Association, Developed
through the cooperative efforts of many denominations work¬
ing through the Cooperative Curriculum Project, this work
seeks to provide a resource of sound educational and theo¬
logical value. In addition to its educational and
theological value, it has an abundance of practical, day-to-
day helpful suggestions.
An example of this volume's value can be further at¬
tested to by the broad and yet concise definition of
Christian education as that ministry of the church which
provides the educational underguiding for the Church's en-
1
tire ministry of worship, witness and work.
Although the almost indispensable workbook. Developing
2
Yoiu? Educational Ministry is referred to later in the study,
a word of introduction is deemed necessary at this point.
Designed for those persons who are responsible for the
educational work of their local Church, this workbook is
1
The Church's Educational Ministry: A Curriculi^
plan, (St. Louis: National Council of Churches, 1966), p. 3.
2
Developing Your Educational Ministry, (Nashville:
General Board of Education, Methodist Church), 196?.
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not only a guide and map charting directions but also a
valuable asset as it provides a simple, ’’do-it-yourself”
kit. Its usefulness and worth cannot be overemphasized
for it lists in laymen terminology such significant plans
for goal-setting, plans and charts as well as a considerable
list of resources
CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES USED
Several methods of approach were used in this study.
The one most heavily relied upon was the personal interview.
In order to increase the authenticity, objectivity and
validity of the data, several other methods were employed.
These were: (1) Educational profile; (2) intensive exami¬
nation of a varied-body of literature relating to the
problem; (3) meetings 'with pastors and laymen in both
churches; and (Ij.) observation.
The interviews were conducted during November, 1968
and February, 1969. The writer made several visits to both
churches in order to obtain first hand data needed for the
s tudy.
Having lived and worked in the two communities for
three years, the writer was generally familiar with both
churches and the overall communities. In spite of this
familiarity, however, a concerted effort was launched to
study these areas from several perspectives and even through
the eyes of the residents themselves. Realizing that a
study of this nature cannot be done in isolation, the writer
took a close look at the community life as a whole. This
included a study of the community centers, elementary and
high schools, civic clubs and other churches.
15
The Churches were chosen because of the great contrast.
The South Atlanta Church has a long history and heritage
steeped in education and culture. The Bowen congregation,
on the other hand, is relatively new and therefore, does not
have a distinct individual culture. A thorough, critical
evaluation of these churches, their history'and present ed¬
ucational program should be of particular worth.
The writer's position as Director of Program and
Education for the United Methodist Churches of the Georgia
Conference has given additional enhancement and impetus to
this study. It is hoped that this presentation will mark the
beginning of a movement that will generate interest and ex¬
citement throughout the entire Conference and usher into
life a solidly built and efficiently implemented program of
Christian education.
CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT
The selection of the educational profile from the
workbook, Developing Your Educational Ministr;^ was the key
factor in the gathering of data. These statements, forty-
two in niimber, plus several sub-statements contain a wide
cross section of inforitiation that is relevant to the work
of Christian education. This profile was discussed with
the writer's major advisor and other members of the Graduate
Committee. With some alterations and additions the chart
was prepared.
The chart is derived from eight very general affirma¬
tions about educational ministry. Opposite each is a list
of illustrations of how that affirmation might look in a
congregation that takes it seriously. The eight general
area involved in the profile chart are : (1) Educational
ministry is ministry; (2) Educational ministry is developed
locally; (3) Educational ministry is for the whole person;
(5) Educational ministry equips the laity for mission;
(6) Educational ministry is a ministry of the entire
congregation; (7) Educational ministry is an
1
Developing Your Educational Ministry, (Nashville:
General Board of Education, Methodist Church, 196?).
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ec\iinenical ministry; and (8) Educational ministry emphasizes
systematic study.
Under each of the broad general affirmations, there
are from four to seven more specific criteria that reveal
in concise fashion an analysis of the two.churches studied.
Under each of the criteria there is a rating scale that
numbers from one to seven. This broad scale makes it pos¬
sible for a most scientific diagnosis of the educational
ministry of the two Churches involved in the study.
CHAPTER V
BRIEF’ HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF SOUTH ATLANTA
AND BOWEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES
The South Atlanta Methodist Episcopal Church was
founded in 1888 by the Reverend H. M. White who was under
appointment of the Board of Missions of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, North. Mrs. Pearl White Rivers, a grand¬
daughter of the Reverend White states that her aunt and
Reverend White’s sister, Mrs. Chlora L. White organized a
Sunday School Class in 1885 which met in different homes.
This class formed the nucleus of the new congregation. After
organizing, the South Atlanta congregation met at the end of
Gammon Avenue across from Jonesboro Road where the Hutcherson
Service Station now stands.
The first officers and members were Messrs. Dentist
Love joy, J. H. Traylor, C. D. Traylor, G. M. Harrison,
Chamblaln Maddox and their families. Most assistance was
given to the new church from the Clark and Gammon facilities.
Since its inception twenty-nine ministers have served
this historic institution. Reverend C. L. Johnson having
served two terms. The present pastor, the Reverend R. C.
Stovall was appointed in June, 1968.
The church today represents one of the top five churches
in the Georgia Conference, The 1968 minutes of the Georgia
19
Conference Journal lists the present membership of the
church as 671.
In 19i|9 Clark College sold a tract of land in the
South Atlanta community to the High Point Developers with
the stipulation that one acre be left for the building of
a Methodist Church. The following conference year under
the administration of J. W. E. Bowen, President Bishop of
the Atlantic Coast Area, the Atlanta Conference on a motion
by the Reverend E. G. Newton, was authorized to organize
and build a Methodist Church to be known as Bowen Methodist
Church. The Reverend Simon Snell was appointed the first
pastor. The church has had two additional pastors, the
Reverend H. C. Fisher and the present pastor, the Reverend
Harvey Hill, Jr.
CHAPTER VI
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Realizing that the Commission on Education is the
basic administrative settjing for developing the educational
ministry of the congregation, the writer held, with the
consent and support of the two pastors involved in the
study, meetings with each of the Commissions and thereby
opened channels of communications and secured their co¬
operation, Both pastors-had already gained the support of
their respective official boards. After a series of meet-
ings, it was agreed that’ the main guide for this study
would be the Workbook, Developing Your Educational Ministry
and the educational profile as the chief instrument. Two
select groups of persons chosen by their pastors, after
consultation with key staff and laymen, were selected to
evaluate their congregations' educational work. The groups
were called together for periods of orientation and
instruction.
The profile contains forty-two statements that deal
with the total educational ministry of the church. These
statements are divided into eight major divisions. These
are:
I, Educational ministry is ministry.











is for all persons.
Is for the whole person,
equips the laity for mission
is a ministry of the entire
is an ecumenical ministry,
emphasizes systematic
I. Educational ministry is ministry. It should be
noted that there is an Immense need for those who are engaged
in the ministry of Christian education to have a thorough
comprehension of the nature and mission of the church. The
prevailing attitude among many church members is that "good
preaching" is enough. James D. Smart suggests, however,
that:
"We may sum up the entire consideration by
saying that, in both the Old and New Testa¬
ments the word of God in which God reveals
himself and in revealing himself comes to
man for his salvation, requires two services
primarily of those who respond to it: first
that they should preach this word that has
come to them, and secondly, that they should
teach it. The omission of either service is
unfaithfulness to God. There must be preach'
ing and there must be teaching,
1
James D. Smart, The Teaching Ministry of the Church,
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1934)» P* 19.
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Teaching then,is a form of ministry and must be re¬
garded as such.
For the benefit of maximum clarity in interpretating
the findings of the Profile Chart, the following rating will
be used: l=extremely poor; 2=very poor; 3=poor; l4.=fair;
5=good; 6=very good; and 7=excellent,
The results of the Profile Chart for Division I,
Educational Ministry is ministry are as follows: The South
Atlanta Church has an over-all rating of fair. Of the ten
persons involved in the study only two rated the congrega¬
tion above foiir; six rated fair and two, poor. The most
disturbing and perhaps challenging of the findings of this
division for the South Atlanta Church w£|.s the Indication
shown in criteria five. Two persons listed a rating of C
or poor. It is quite evident, therefore, that the program
of Christian education at this church is in serious dif¬
ficulty, If any program is to achieve a degree of success,
there must be intelligent planning,
Kenneth L, Cober, in his classic. The Church Teaching
Ministry, gives a special significance to this ministry of
teaching:
The Church must always assign a high significance
to the ministry of teaching, since this was cen¬
tral in the life work of Jesus. Read again the
gospel story and note phrases such as these:
"And he went about all Galilee, Teaching",
"Seeing the crowds, he went up on the mountain...
and he opened His mouth and taught them as one
23
who had authority”, ”And Jesus went about all
the cities and villages, teaching in their
synogogues”, iDay after day I sat in the temple
teaching, and you did not seize me"... No
wonder Jesus was called "teacher" more often
than he was called by any other title in the
gospels - a total of sixty times
On the positive side, it should be noted that the
South Atlanta Congregation scored a rating of five or good
on the matter of providing opportunities for group instruc¬
tion and individual study. All new members, including
United Methodist Church transfers, are required to join a
training class. Sometimes it is taught by the pastor and
sometimes by the Lay Leader of the Church. It meets on
Sunday mornings during the Sunday School period.
1
Kenneth L. Cober, The Church's Teaching Ministry,
(Valley Forge: The Judson Press, 1964), p. 2^~»
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TABLE 1-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS MINISTRY
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER>ALL RATING
South
tlanta 1. Ministering through
communities of care.
1 2 3 (k) 5 6 7
2. Ministering through
celebration.
1 2 3 (k) 5 6 7
3. Ministering through
instruction, study.
1 2 3 k (5) 6 7
li. Training and guiding
in ministry.
1 2 3 (i|) 5 6 7
Education planned as
a response.
1 2 D) k 5 6 7
The Bowen Church rated poor in the criteria in
ivision I, Of the ten persons participating in the evalua-
ion, two listed (2) or very poor; six rated (3) or poor;
nd two rated (I|.) or fair. The program of Christian edu-
ation must be given irarriediate consideration and urgent
ttention at the Bowen Church. The chart revealed a gross
isunderstanding as to what the meaning, purpose and
ignificance of Christian education is. Their weakest area,
inistry through celebration, indicates the failure of the
eadership to employ with meaning the usuage of the arts•
he writer was a part of worship experience at Bowen where
25
there had been little or no planning at all. For two of the
Sunday School classes there was no worship. In one class of
i/'outh the teacher opened with an old familiar hyian, poor
:’ead Scripture, and sniggles, prayer, a five tninute prayer
and lead a second hymn. There was only a small degree of
participation on the part of tbe class.
TABLE 1-B
EDTJSATIOIIAL IIIIIISTRY. IS MINISTRY
CHUR CH CRITERIA O’/ER-ALL RATING
DOl/rEN 1. Ministering through
coirutiunities of care.
1 2 (3) k- 5 6 7
2. Ministering through
celebration.
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
3. Ministering through
instruction, study.
1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
k- Training' and guiding
in ministry.
1 2 (3) k 5 6. 7
5. Education planned as
a response.
a 1 2 3 ik) 5 6 7
For Table 2-A, Educational Ministry is Developed
jocally, the following facts were disclosed: The South
Ltlanta Church registered a higher showing in the previous
livision. There is an effort afoot, lead by the present
minister, to plan and execute a program of Christian educa'
26
tion that is geared to and derived from the needs of the
local congregation and community. Instead of a program
that is "sent down", this congregation adopts the materials,
lessons, suggestions to the particular, specific needs of
the imiaediate constituents. For example, four of the ten
persons using the Profile Chart registered their congrega¬
tion as very good or six on number 6. According to these
four persons the South Atlanta Commission on Education is
intelligently directing and developing a ministry of educa¬
tion that is especially suited for this congregation and
community. This congregation, according to the profile
data, is aware of the fact that each congregation and com¬
munity is different and that both are undergoing rapid
change.
The Profile Chart revealed a weakness in the area of
developing a ministry with children. This appears to be
somewhat unusual for in most instances, there is a stronger
effort in the interest of children than is exerted for
youth and adults.
The following is the rating as shown by ten selected
members for South Atlanta Church.
27
TABLE 2-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS DEVELOPED LOCALLY
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
South
Atlanta 6, Commission developing 1 2 3 k 5 (6) 7
7.
a ministry.
Developing a ministry 1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
8.
with children.
Developing a youth 1 2 3 k (5) 6 7
9.
ministry.
Developing adult 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
10.
education.
Developing a family 1 2 3 k 5 (6) 7
ministry.
The Bowen Chiirch as shown in Table 2-B has an over¬
all rating of fair or (Ij.) on the profile chart as it seeks
ways and means of developing its educational ministry on
the level of locality. Although the’ literature of the
United Methodist Church is used at Bowen, there is an
awareness on the part of the leadership that this material
is relatively general. The Commission on Education, there¬
fore, seeks to constantly evaluate and screen material with




EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS DEVELOPED LOCALLY
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
Bowen 6, Commission developing 123 (4) 5 6 7
a ministry.
7. Developing a ministry 12 3 (4-) 5^7
with children.
8. Developing a youth 12 3 4- (5) ^ 7
ministry.
9. Developing adult 12 3 (4-) ^ 6 7
education.
10. Developing a family 1 (2) 3 4-567
ministry.
A danger zone for the Bowen Church family is found in
the poor or (2) showing in planning for the spiritual nurture
of its families. This poor showing in this vital area of
concern, the Christian family, indicates a need for a new
and fresh look at the Church's responsibility to its
families.
According to Leon Smith and Edward D. Staples, the
family ministry has four essential elements and purposes;
1. The ministry of the Church to families-
to strengthen Christian family living^
throughout all stages of the family life
cycle.
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2. The ministry of families to their own
members-to improve Christian nurture
in the home throughout the life-span
of all family members,
3. The ministry of fainilies through the
church-to increase families' meaningful
participation in the total life of the
church.
4. The ministry of families to the world-
to stimulate families to fulfill their
mission in the world today,^
From conception to death, the church that is alert
and true to its real nature has an interest and a responsi¬
bility to minister to the needs of its families.
Tables 3-A and 3-B, deallhg with the third major
division. Educational Ministry Is For All Persons, exposes
for both South Atlanta and Bowen an exceedingly sad pltcure.
Neither congregation sponsors and directs teaching putposts.
The South Atlanta Church shows a rating of (2) or very poor
on criteria number 12. The Bowen Church registered a
slightly higher rating of (3) or poor. The only positive
showing for the two congregations is this division was on
the matter of having active plans for membership cultivation.
The most appalling and shocking revelation brough to
surface by this study was the lack of planning and absence
'of concern for persons with special educational needs. The
following are the forgotten persons that need the ch\irch and
whose needs are, for the most part, unmet: the handicapped,
retarded, intellectuals, institutionalized, illiterate.
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athletic and unwed mothers. A high degree of insensitivity
was reflected on the profile chart for the unwed mothers.
Both churches registered (1) or extremely poor.
There appears to be a dire need for the two congre¬
gations to form new concepts for ministry. The profile
chart revealed that eighty-five per cent of both congrega¬
tions possessed an institutional, church building concept
of what the church actually is. There was a poor under¬
standing of the true nature and mission of the church.
TABLE 3-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS'FOR ALL PERSONS
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
South
Atlanta 11, Teaching Outposts (1) 2 3 5 ^ 7
12, New groups in
congregation.
1 (2) 3 It- 5 6 7
13. Membership
Cultivation
1 2 3 (5) 6 7
lij.. Serving special
needs,
(1) 2 3 5 6 7
TABLE 3-B
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS FOR ALL PERSONS
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CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
BOWEN 11. Teaching Outposts. (1) 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. New groups in
congregations. 1 2 (3) 4 5 6 7
13. Membership
cultivation. 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
14. Serving, special
needs.
(1) 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tables I|.-A and Educational ministry is for the
Whole Person, disclosed that ever seventy-five per cent of
the members interviewed had a compartmentalized philosophy
of life. They expressed the belief that man has a religious
nature and a secular or wordly nature.
The major weakness for both congregations is centered
around their failiire to minister to the infants, retired
and the aging. The church that is true to its highest
nature seeks to minister to the whole man, from conception
vintil death. Speaking to the matter of the wholeness of
man. The Foundations of Christian Teaching is Methodist
Churches reports:
Among the many findings of science in this field,
we can arrive at five generalizations that are of particu¬
lar pertinence here:
TABLE I|.-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS Jr-'OR THE WHOLE PERSON
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CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
SOUTH
ATLANTA 15. Learners served as
whole persons.
1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
16. Ministering to in¬
fants, parents
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
17. Ministering to life
at school.
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
18. Ministering to
working life.
1 2 3 ik) 5 6 7
19. Ministering to life
as spouses, parents.
1 2 3 k 5 6 7
20. Ministering to
retired, aging.
1 2 3 k 5 6 7
TABLE i|-B
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS FOR THE WHOLE PERSON
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
BOVffiN 15. Learners served as
whole persons.
1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
■16. Ministering to in¬
fants, parents.
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
17. Ministering to life
at school.
1 2 (3) 5 6 7
H CD • Ministering to
working life.
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
19. Ministering to life
as spouses, parents.
1 2 (3) h. 5 6 7
20. Ministering to
retired, aging.
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
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1. Every person is influenced, by what he receives
at birth, that is, his heredity, and during hislife by his interaction with other persons and
with his environment. Thus each of us has a
personal history which affects to a large ex¬
tent what we become,
2. Human growth and development c-ome about as a
result of a person's inner and innate drives and
through his interaction . , . meeting, explain¬
ing, responding, meeting with other persons and
his environment, A human being seems not to
develop normally in isolation from other human
beings.
3« The factors that operate in the development of
persons are both unconscious’ and conscious. We
are not able completely to explain how we got to
be the way we are; nor are we aware of all the
factors which cause us to act as we do, though
we may be helped to become more aware of them.
i|.. The person reacts, or behaves, as a whole person,
not with just one aspect of his personality.
Thus, religions or spiritual development cannot
be divorced from the total development (physical
and mental and emotional) of the person,^
Addressing himself to the same matter, Kenneth L.
Cober states:
•'The New Testament treats man as a whole being," a
xinity of body, mind and spirit. We are concerned
as "wholesome," that all of his needs be met. Thus
we look with compassion upon the physical needs of
the writing, there are 17^000,000 struggling simply
to exist in the disturbed areas. A majority of
people go to bed hungry every night . . .
1
Foundations of Christian Teaching in Methodist Churches,
(The General Board of Education of the Methodist Church, I960),
p. 32.
2
Cober, op. cit., p. 50.
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Tables 5“A and 5“B, Educational Ministry Equips the
Laity for Mission, disclosed the fact that both the South
Atlanta and Bowen Churches are extremely weak in their
conception of the role of the laity.
Table 5-A shows that six out of the ten persons fil¬
ling out the profile regarded their congregation as very
weak or (2) in its ministries to the young adults, A very
poor rating was given for equipping the families of the
congregation for engaging in effective community service,
Peter P*. Person, in his book. The Minister In Christian
Education, reminds us that the immediate responsibility of
the church is to the families that constitute the local
1
congregation , , .
The church must not only be concerned with the in¬
terior life of the learner, but must always be striving
to equip the laity for mission. Howard Grimes, in his
book. The Rebirth of the Laity, states that there can be
no theology of the laity as such but only a theology of
the church which takes into full account its entire member-
2
ship, including the laity.
1
Peter P. Person, The Minister In Christian Education,
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, l9B0), pi 16.
2
Howard Grimes, The Rebirth of the Laity, (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1962), p. 67.
TABLE 5-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY EQUIPS THE LAITY FOR MISSION
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CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
SOUTH
ATLANTA 21. Education seen as
equipping for mission. 1 2 3 ik) 5 6 7
22. Education actually
equipping for mission. 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
23. Mission to Youth
Culture. 1 2 (3) 5 6 7
2i^. Mission of families. 1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
25. Service/Action
groups. 1 (2) 3 4 5 6 7
TABLE 5-B
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY EQUIPS THE LAITY FOR MISSION
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
BOWEN 21. Education seen as
equipping for mission. 1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
22. Education actually
equipping for mission. 1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
23. Mission to Youth
Culture. 1 (2) 3 ij- 5 6 7
2k. Mission of families. 1 (2) 3 5 6 7
25. Service/Action
groups. (1)2 3 k 5 6 7
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Tables 6-A and 6-B reflect strengths and weaknesses
of the two churches as they seek to build an idea of an
educational ministry for and of the entire congregation.
It must be clear that there are several ministries, but
only one ministry, Christ's ministry. The information ob¬
tained on the profiel chart revealed that the South Atlanta
Church rates (ij.) or fair on only two of five criteria.
There are:
27. Members of our congregation are "teaching ef¬
fectively through all the relationships and
environment of our local church, formal and
informal.
28. Age group councils or comparable groups
represent the entire congregation in giving
focused attention to developing the educational
ministry with specific persons.
Table 6-A shows a major weakness in the educational
ministry of the South Atlanta Congregation as a poorly
functioning commission on Christian education, A second
major weakness brought to surface in this table was the
lack of joint planning and cooperative leadership between
lay and clergy.
The Bowen Church in Table 6-B registered one (1) or
extremely poor on criteria 28 - Age group councils or com¬
parable groups represent the entire congregation in giving
forward attention to developing the educational ministry
with specific persons. The Commission on Christian Edu¬
cation is active at Bowen Church, The new local church
structure makes it mandatory that age-level coordinators be
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TABLE 6-A
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS A MINISTRY
OP THE ENTIRE CONGREGATION
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
SOUTH
ATLANTA 27. All members of "Teach¬
ing" Community,
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
.COC\J Congregations workihg
through councils.
1 2 3 (i+) 5 6 7
29. Congregation working
through commission.
1 2 (3) k 5 6 7
30. A church-wide plan
for whole ministry.
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
•1—1 Joint ministry by
lay and clergy.
1 (2) 3 k 5 6 7
TABLE 6-B
EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY IS A MINISTRY,
OF THE ENTIRE CONGREGATION
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING





29. A church-wide plan
for whole ministry.
1 2 (3) 4 5 6 7
(1) 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7
30, Congregation working 1 2 (3) 4 5 6 7
through mission.
31. Joint ministry by 1 (2) 3 ^ 5 8 7
lay and clergy.
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organized in every local church. There is an urgent need
for this mandate to be implemented at the Bowen Church,
Tables 7-A and 7“B,' Educational Ministry is An
Ecumenical Ministry, reflects an over-all misunderstanding
of the meaning of ecuiaencity. It was brought to light by
this study that there are deep seated, narrow sectarian
strains of selfish denominationalism on the part of sixty-
nine per cent of those interviewed. Part of this narrow¬
ness may be attributed to the fact that the profile chart
Indicated a (2) or very poor rating on criteria 32 - Leaders
and learners in our educational ministry have an ecuiTienical
point of view. If this is the philosophy of those who oc¬
cupy leadership positions, then it is to be expected that a
similar view will eventually filter down to the membership
as a whole.
Both South Atlanta and Bowen registered a score of (6)
or very good on criteria 35* It is a part of the planned
ministry of both churches to work jointly with other congre¬
gations, denominations and agencies and regularly seek
opportunities for genuine Christian fellowship, worship,
study, service across denominational and racial lines.
TABLE 7-A
EDTJGATICIIAL IlilTI^TB''" IG All EClII lEDICAL MiUILTBY
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CHURCH CRITERIA OVER -ALL RATING
SCJTH
ATLANTA
32. Leaders and learners
have an ecomenical
point of view.
1 (2) 3 4- 5 6 7
33. Ecuirienical education 1 2 (3) 5 6 7
3k • Cooperates with other
agencies, congrega¬
tions, and denomina¬
tions in planning for
education.
1 2 3 k 5 (6) 7
35. Provides for ecuirieni¬
cal experiences.
1 2 3 k 5 (6) 7
TABLE 7-B
EDUCATIOllAL UINI?TRY IS ATI ECUIIENICAL MINISTRY
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
BOWEN 32, Leaders and learners 1 (2) 3 4 5 67
have an eciomenical
point of view.
33. Education regarding the 12 3 (4) 5 67
ecumenical church is a
regular part of our
s tudy.
34. Cooperates with other 1 2 3 4- 5 (6) 7
agencies, congrega¬
tions, and denomina¬
tions in planning for
education.
35* Provides for ecximeni- 12 3 4-5 (6) 7
cal experiences.
k-0
Tables 8-A and 8-B, Educational Ministry Emphasizes
Systematic Study, reflects an over-all improvement for both
churches. Both are seriously engaged in and coinitiitted to
a ministry that seeks to improve the minds of their con¬
stituents, The profile chart reveals a systematic study
program for the three age-levels of children, youth and for
adults. South Atlanta registers (I4.) or fair on criteria
36, 36, and 38. Bowen registers (ij.) or fair on criteria
38, 37» and (5) or good on criteria 38* Both congregations
fall short of providing the opportunity or program for every
child, youth and adult to engage in at least one hundred
hours of group study per year. Both recorded a showing
of (1) or extremely poor in this area.
Neither church has a wealth or even the minimum
study resources. Neither has a library, and both fall
very short on developing and encouraging a program of
study that extends beyond the local church.
TABLE 8-A





36. Systematic study by 12 3 (4-) 5 6 7
children.
37. Systematic ■ study by 12 3 (4-) 5 6 7
youth.
38. Systematic study by 1 2 3 (4-) 5 6 7
adults.
39. Every child, youth, (1) 2 3 4- 5 6 7
and adult are en¬
gaged in at least
one hundred hours of
study per year.
4-0. Qualified leaders 1 2 (3) 4- 5 6 7
guide and lead an
excellent program of
Instruction.
4-1. Congregation has a 12(3)4-5 6 7
wealth of study
resources.





EDUCATIONAL MINISTRY EMPHASIZES SYSTEMATIC STUDY
CHURCH CRITERIA OVER-ALL RATING
BOWEN 36, Systematic study by
children.
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 737.Systematic study by
youth.
1 2 3 (4) 5 6 738.Systematic study by
adults.
1 2 3 It- (5) 6 7
39. Every child, youth (1) 2 3 4 5 8 7
and adult are en¬
gaged in at least
one-hundred hours of
study per year.
4.0. Qualified leaders 1 (2) 3 4 5 8 7
guide and lead an
excellent program of
instruction.
41. Congregation has a 1(2) 3458 7
wealth of study
resources.






A. Summary and Conclusions
Problem, The problem is three-fold:
1. Lack of coordination of the work of
Christian education,
2, Lack of dedicated leadership,
3» Lack of proper objectives,
Methodolopjy, The material gathered and research
done was analyzed, interpreted and measured with the minds
of many outstanding Christian educators with a view of
ascertaining the strengths and weaknesses discovered in
the research. Additional information was obtained from
the Profile Charts,
Findings, The data shown in Chapter VI and in
Instruments reveal the following information:
1. Inactive Commission on Education at both churches.
* 2. Inadequate, poorly kept facilities at South
Atlanta,
3, Very weak lay leadership and apathy toward the
total program of Christian education.
4, Too few Worker's Conferences at both churches.
5. Poorly trained workers.
6. Poorly kept records on Christian education at
both churches.
7. Both pastors were open-minded, provided good
leadership for Christian education.
8. Both Superintendents of The Study Programs
need professional assistance from a Director
of Christian Education.
9. Age-level Coordinators ar South Atlanta need
professional assistance; Bowen Church is yet
to organize under the new structure.
B. Recommendations.
Director of Christian Education
The writer suggests that a Director of Christian
Education be employed, to be shared by the two churches
studied. The details regarding salary, sharing of time,
duties, qualifications are to be worked out by the com¬
bined Cojmmittees on Personnel, cleared by the Administrative
Board of both churches and passed on to the Charge Con¬
ferences for action.
Some of the duties of the Director of Christian
Education are, according to Louise McComb:
1. He must analyze. He must have a mental picture
of the Christian education program as he would
like to see it become . . .
2. He must organize.
3. He must supervise.
4.. He must deputize.
5. He must synchronize.
1
Louise McComb, DCE, A CHALLENGING CAREER IN
Christian Education, (Richmond, John Knox Press, 1963),
p. 34-*
Speaking to the matter of personal goals that a
Director of Christian Education strives for, Mrs. McCombs
relates:
1. Wants to be accepted as a person.
2. Wants to be accepted in the community in which
he lives,
1
3. Seeks to achieve personal happiness.
The Director of Christian Education is charged with
the responsibility of administering the entire educational
program. Kaleidoscopic in its nature, this task offers
limitless possibilities.
Refering to the many faceted activities that the
Director should be prepared for, Mrs. McCombs states:
... at some time or other during the year
a director can be not only a dramatist, but
also a speaker, a teacher, a counselor, a
recreation leader, a writer, a composer, a
church visitor, an artist, a musician, a
student - all these in addition to the recog¬
nized roles of administrator, supervisor,
resource person, guide, executive secretary,
and teacher of teachers.2
In addition to the duties, goals and activities of




and educational requirements that must be considered. On
the matter of religious qualifications, a Director must
first possess a vital Christian experience that has come
as the result of a personal confrontation experience with
God through Jesus Christ, No amount of creativity, in¬
genuity, ability can take the place of this all important
requirement. Other qualifications include:
1, Love for people and ability to work with them.
2, Patience, tact, energy and a sense of humor,
3, Discipline in study and work traits and habits,
I|.. A continual confrontation by the gospel which
the director seeks to commimicate to others.
5. A sense of mission. The director is called as
truly to teaching ministry as a pastor or a
missionary is called.
6, A personal manner and appearance that encourages
people to respond favorably. His manner should
show assurance without being over-confident or
domineering. He should cultivate dress-and
other phasej of personal appearance that are in
good taste.
Although there are minor differences and variances
from denominations to denomination regarding the educational





1. A Dii'ector should have a bachelors de|j;ree from
an accredited educational institution, . ,
2. , . . plus a Waster's decree in Christian
Education from an accredited educational
institution.
By way of summary, the followini^ list by T. Raymond
Allston's, The Director of Christian Education, is con¬
sidered typical of the Director of Christian Education's
duties;
1. Supervise the entire Christian education program.
2. Formulate and interpret policies and standards
for the Christian education program. Including
curriculum, in-cooperation with the Committee
on Christian Education,
3. Ileet regularly with the Committee on Christian
Education and with the pastor and superintendent
for planning and evaluation.
i]-. Supervise program of enlistment and training
of leaders.
5. Supervise program of parent education, with the
aid of the pastor.
6. Help church school and group leaders plan and
develop their program.
7. Initiate plans for the development and maintenance
of adequate educational equipment.
8. Promote specific educational activities such as
vacation church school, weekday church school,
nursery school and day camp.





10. Encourage and participate in calling the
homes for educational purposes.
11. Encourage participation in (presbytery)
denominational and interdenominational affairs.
12. Keep abreast of the latest trends and methods
in Christian education and bring them to the
attention of the pastor, the superintendent,
and other educational leaders.
There was a common thread of ambiguity of aim^,
lack of clarity of purpose and absence of objectives in
the two churches studied. The writer strongly suggests a
comprehensive study of The Goals For The Christian Educa¬
tion of Children, The Objectives for The Christian Education
of Children, both published by the National Council of
Churches, These are:1.To make God a reality in human experiences; to
give individuals a sense of personal relationship
to him.
2. To develop an understanding and appreciation of
the personality, life and teachings of Jesus.
3, To foster Christ-like character through pro¬
gressive and continuous development.
I4., To make the fatherhood of God and the brother¬
hood of man the motivation vinderlying the social
order.
5. To develop in growing persons the disposition and
ability to participate in the organized society
of Christians - the Church.1
1
Yearbook of The International Council of Religious
Education, (Hew York: National Council of Ch;irches, 1950)»
P • ^ •
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6, To develop in growing persons an appreciation
of the meaning and importance of the Christian
family and the ability and disposition to par¬
ticipate in and contribute constructively to
the life of this primary social group.
7* To help man assimilate the best religious ex¬
perience of the race, preeminently that recorded
in the Bible, as the guide to present experience.^
Goals for Christian Education. It was of great sur-r
prise to the writer to discover that there were too few goals
at the Churches studied. In the cases where there were
goals, these were showed a lack of depth and without chal¬
lenge. In one of the most helpful works on the Church
School, Weldon Crossland sets forth a suggested list of
reliable goals for the first and second years.
First Year
1. Improved teaching by the best teachers available.
2. An interesting worker's conference every month.
3. A generous missionary offering every month.
Ij.. An attendance movement early in the autumn, with
a goal of 25 persons and a 25 per cent increase
in enrollment.
5. A membership crusade with a goal of 20 per cent
increase in enrollment.





7» A worship center for each department in which
one is desirable,
8, Pull observance of Religious Education Week,
9. A leadership training class for present and
prospective teachers,10,Publicity for the congregation and community.
Second Year
1. An improved system of permanent records.
2. A friendly■ house-to-house survey of the community.
3. A continuous attendance movement with a goal of
25 per cent increase over last year.
L|.. A membership crusade with a goal of 20 per cent
increase enrollment over the previous year.
5* Complete co-operation with the church-wide
evangelism effort to win new converts and church
rtlembers,
6. The frequent use of audio-visual aids, the
memorization of great hymns and portions of the
Bible, and a service project for every class
and department.
7. An associate teacher for every class.
8. A church school expert to visit the church
school and present his criticisms and suggestions.
9. New classes to be organized as needed.
10. More leadership training through training classes
and additional leadership books.
11. A financial pledge to the church by every church
school member.
12. Continuous publicity about the church school.^
1
Weldon Crossland, How To Build Up Your Church School,
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 19^8) ^ pp. 23-2I-I-,
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In addition to these by Crossland, the writer sub¬
mits the following:
1. Establishing out post(s) classes. There are
over iL|.000 children under eighteen years of
age in Carver Homes alone. Many of these
children do not attend any Sunday School or
Church, A strategy needs to be developed and
a view of drawing upon this reservoir of
humanity.
2. An open house for both regular library and
Audio-Visual Library. Both churches and
church schools and members are asked to bring
a book from a list prepared by the Commission
on Education. Various groups, Sunday School
classes, individuals are asked to aid in fur¬
nishing audio-visual library and equipment.
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--EDUCATIONAL PROFILE
This is an attempt to evaluate our congregation's educational work. You are
requested to:
(1) Read each statement carefully;
(2) Circle the number that, in your judgment, best
symbolizes your church's'^ore" on each state¬
ment, Let 1 stand for "not at all true of our
congregation"; 7 for "completely true of our
congregation" and 4 for the half-way point "half-
true-half false".
Your opinion on these issues is very important and will enable our congregation
in developing a more effective ministry.1.Our congregation and its groups are ministering communities
in which persons eiffirm and care for one another. 1 2 3 4 5 6 72,In our congregation and its groups acts of worship and the use
of the arts are times of genuine celebration and ministry. 1 2 3 4 5 6 73,Group instruction and individual study in our congregation are
serving as effective responses to human needs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4, Our congregation serves persons by actually training them for
and guiding them in specific Christian ministries,
5, In general, when we plan for education, we plan it deliberately
as a ministry, a response to the life concerns of people.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6, Our commission on education is directing the development
of an educational ministry especially suited to our congre¬
gation and community,
7, Superintendents, teachers and children (as able) are ac¬
tively developing a flexible ministry with children that is
appropriate to the needs at hand.
8, Those adults and youth involved in our congregation's
youth ministry are actively developing their ministry as
a creative response to the world of youth,
9, Those involved in our congregation's work of adult educa¬
tion are actively developing that ministry as a varied re¬
sponse to adults vmique nees and opportunities.
10, Our congregation has assumed responsibility for develop¬
ing a family ministry that is relevant to the particular
families of our church and community,
11, The commission on education has on active plan for es¬
tablishing teaching outposts in the community,
12, The commission on education and age group councils are
establishing new groups for learning within the congrega¬
tion as needed.
13, Each class or group has. an active plan for membership
cultivation through reaching new persons and maintaining
communication among all its members.
2
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14 . Our commission on education has identified persons in the
community with special educational needs and has developed







15. Teachers and other leader








I in our educational ministry under
e learners as whole persons.16,We have a clearly developed ministry to:
a. the infants of our church;
b. the parents of infants;
c. expectant naoJtih^jS..17.A deliberate attempt is made through our educational minis¬
try to help children and youth grow and serve in their public
school life.18.Our educational ministry provides specific help for youth
and adults with regard to the meaning of work and Christ¬
ian vocation.
19. Our educational ministry provides specific help for men
and women in regard to their roles as spouses and parents.
20. Our educational ministry serves the unique concerns of the
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, Our congregation views its educational ministry as a way
of equipping itself for life and ministry in the world,
• And this educational ministry does indeed empower most
members of our congregation for effective and aggressive
service, action, and witness in their daily round.
Our youth and adults have developed a specific ministry to
the youth culture of our community.
24. Our congregation has developed and equipped itself for spe¬
cific ministries to the young adults of our community.
25, The fanoilies of our congregation have been equipped for and
engaged in effective service in the community,
26. Within the congregation are groups of youth and/or adults
organized specifically for service-action in response to
other personal and community issues.
27, Members of our congregation are "teaching” effectively
through all the relationships and environment of our local
church, formal and informal,
28, Age group councils or comparable groups represent the
entire congregation in giving focused attention to develop¬
ing the educational ministry with specific persons.
29. The Commission on education represents the entire congre¬
gation in helping to develop the educational ministry with all.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30 . The congregation has an active plan for developing its whole







31. The responsibility for this "whole ministry" is shared by
laymen and clergy alike, but each with some specialized
functions.
32. Leaders and learners in our educational ministry have an
ecumenical point of view.
33. Education regarding the ecumenical church is a regular
part of our study.
34. In planning for education we work jointly with other con¬
gregations, denomintions, and agencies wherever it may
be most useful to do so.
35. Our congregation is helping to develop many opportunities
for Christian fellowship, worship, study, service, and
the like, across the lines that sometimes divide us,
36. The children of our congregation are seriously engaged
as students of the Christian faith.
. The youth of our congregation are seriously engaged as
students of the Christian faith.
37
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38. The adults of our congregation are seriously engaged as
students of the Christian faith.
39. Every child, youth and adult of the congregation is engaged
in at least one hundred hours of Rroup study per year.
40, The teachers in our congregation are qualified to guide an
excellent program of instruction.





. Our congregation has developed program of instruction
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